Top Priorities for CISOs

- Move toward a business advisory role
- Train teams to think like hackers
- Manage security risk with proper budgets
- Upgrade network defense and infrastructure

90% of CISOs hope to improve the strategic alignment between the security organization and the business.

Deloitte CISO Labs Data, 2015
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Recommendations

- Work with shareholders to set both security metrics and targets
- Ensure key drivers of business risk are protected
- Develop partners for risk assessment and protection

ASSESS Current Cyber Environments

77% of CISOs cite a lack of alignment between the CISO and stakeholders as a major challenge.

ASSESS

- Assess unpatched systems, outdated applications, and policies
- Revisit access controls to see who’s using what, when, and how
- Review past breaches for context and historical reference
- Evaluate adherence to IT/OT security policies by conducting staff interviews

Best Practices

- Improve the effectiveness of professional cyber development

- Gamified Cyber Learning
- Active-learning Approaches
- Continuous Learning Culture
- Gamified Security Training
- Continuous Development Culture

DEVELOP Cyber Teams

- By the year 2027, the amount of money spent by companies on cyber awareness training for their employees will exceed $10 billion.

MAXIMIZE YOUR CYBER RESOURCES WITH GAMIFIED LEARNING
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